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javascript - return new Promise() not working in
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The function passed to new Promise is called the executor.
When the promise is created, this executor function runs
automatically. It contains the producing code .
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Google Developers
Before you settle down with promises, there is something that
has come about to make it even easier to deal.
Promise · TypeScript Deep Dive
The Promise object represents the eventual completion (or
failure) of an var promise1 = new Promise(function(resolve,
reject) {. 2.

Try this: var getJson = function(URL){ var options = { method:
'GET', url: URL, headers: { authorization: 'OAuth
realTokenWouldBeHere', Accept.

We use new Promise to construct the promise. We give the
constructor a factory function which does the actual work.
This function is called immediately with two .
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Rewrite the showCircle function in the solution of the task
Animated circle with callback so that it returns a promise
instead of accepting a callback. Never call the callback
twice.
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But more than just allowing us to handle future values, they
give us a much better way to control asynchronous program flow
than plain callbacks. Also, this is loading one image, things
get even more complex if we want to know A New Promise a set
of images have loaded. I have programmed it two ways.
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Required, but never shown.
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